Aquabot Technicians

“Redemption”

CITGO Innovation
Moody High School
Corpus Christi, Texas

Special Features:

• Compact measuring at 35.6 x 17.8 x 17.8cm
• Joystick control make for easy piloting.
• High Camera Resolution for a clear view of underwater.
• Wings allow for perfect neutral buoyancy.

Safety Features:

• Chicken wire shrouds are used to protect the outside environment and our ROV thrusters.
• All sharp edges are filed down and rounded off.
• 100% waterproof connections to prevent electrical current from being discharged into the water.

Cost:
$1,171.24

Elijah Euresti-CEO- ‘18
Shelby Rivera-COO/ Technical Documenter- '18
Anthony Escatiola-Mechanical Engineer/Safety Specialist – '18
Madelyn Perez-Technical Documenter- ‘18
Ariana Benavides-Display Board/Media Outreach- ‘18
Ramsey Tapia-CTO/Software Engineer- ‘19
Ramsey Almaguer-Project Manager/Co-Pilot- ‘19
Nico Nieto-Software Engineer - ‘19
Julianna Gomez-CFO- ‘20
Matthew Cantu-Research and Development- ‘20
Matthew Rodriguez-Pilot/Electrical Engineer- ‘20
Kisha Charles-Mentor
Mario Bayarena-Mentor